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Dark Reader: Dark Mode Everywhere Help Blog Privacy Policy Install Dark Reader browser extension. Configure the dark theme: brightness, contrast and sepia. Enable for all websites or particular domains. Use the following official links: Dark Reader is an open source eye-care browser extension. It doesn't send user's data anywhere. Trusted by
5,000,000 users. Developed since 2014. Support us. Good luck! GitHub Twitter Contact Copyright © 2022 Dark Reader Ltd. All rights reserved. Did you know that too much exposure to blue light can damage light-sensitive cells in the retina? If the damage is severe, it can lead to macular degeneration that eventually leaves you blind. There are
various night mode apps for Android that can help you block that harmful blue light. These apps will reduce the blue light intensity at night so you can read and sleep better at night. 1. Blue Light Filter – Night Mode Eye Care Not only does Night Mode have an attractive design, but it also offers various night mode options. For example, you can
choose from different filter intensities such as 3200k, 1800k, 2000k, 2700k, and 3400k. The app also has a slider where you can adjust the filter intensity manually. You can also dim your device’s display directly from the app with the built-in slider. With the auto timer feature, the app will activate the filter automatically at the times you’ve
specified. If you prefer to turn on the filters manually, it’s a good idea that you turn on the notification bar option for easy access. 2. Night Mode – Blue Light Filter Eye Protector Night Mode offers different filters for different scenes. If you’re not happy with the current adjustments, just move the sliders to your liking. There is also a schedule feature,
so the filters are only on between the times you want them. Tap on the Pause button, and the filters will be removed for sixty seconds while you install an app. You’ll see how much time is left since the app will display a countdown clock. The app won’t bombard you with unnecessary features since it only offers the essential ones. 3. Night Shift – Blue
Light Filter for Migraine Night Shift starts off with a brief presentation of how harmful blue light can be. If you don’t want to go through the presentation, you can tap on the “Skip” button. If you go pro, you can dim above 80%, add multiple schedules, use dark themes, get early access to new features, a lifetime of free upgrades, and go ad-free. It’s
also possible to create your filters. Tap on the plus sign in the orange circle and start building. You can adjust the intensity and dim the filter as much or as little as you want. The filter you create has red-ish or green-ish (to mention a few) tones to it. By tapping on the pencil icon, you can also edit the pre-existing filters. 4. Twilight Twilight is the most
popular night mode app on the list with at least five-million downloads. This app does offer a large variety of options when it comes to filters. Under the filter times section, you can either have the filters on always, from sunrise to sunset or use the slider for custom filter times. If you tap on More Settings, you’ll access features such as auto-pause,
notification bar setting, various filter settings, start filter on boot, and more. Twilight also offers a useful widget that gives access to filter intensity, screen dim, and settings. 5. Dimly Dimly keeps things simple with a popup that allows you to make changes. You can access Dimly either by tapping on the app icon or through the notification bar. If you
want to access it through the notification bar, you will need to tap on the cog wheel to go to Settings. Under General settings, tap on the box for the option that says “Ongoing notification.” After that, you’ll be able to turn Dimly on through the notification bar. While you’re in settings, you can also set the minimum/maximum brightness and set stop
time. By going Pro, you can also unlock auto-start and remove the ads. Conclusion With these night mode apps you’ll help keep your eyesight safe and avoid any damage. All of the apps are free, but some have in-app purchases. Which one do you think you’re going to try out first? Is this article useful? After a long day of work or while late at night, our
eyes do need some much-needed respite from the otherwise strong glare on our screens. And if there’s ever the need to tone down the amount of light coming out of a desktop or smartphone, it’s when reading lengthy PDFs. So, are there any PDF readers out there that do offer such functionality?Thankfully, there are quite a few. Below, you can find
four PDF readers that not only offer the ability to switch to a built-in night mode but are also pretty awesome to use all around. Without any further ado, let’s get started.1. Adobe Acrobat ReaderAdobe Acrobat Reader is a name synonymous with PDF and needs no introduction. It’s been around for decades, and arguably provides one of the best PDFviewing experiences (well, except for the occasional quirk) on any platform.It would be a shame if it weren’t to feature support for a dedicated night mode, but thankfully, it does. At least, that’s the case on the mobile versions — on Windows, you need to rely on a workaround.WindowsOn Windows, Adobe Acrobat Reader provides a dark theme (View
menu > Display Theme) that you can switch to eliminate at least some of the glare coming out of your screen. But what about the actual PDFs that you want to read? There isn’t a readily available night mode switch that you can use to darken the background of your documents. However, a brief dive into the Accessibility settings should help you deal
with how Acrobat displays PDFs.On the Preferences panel (Edit menu > Preferences > Accessibility), click the radio button next to Use High Contrast Colors. You can then use the menu next to High Contrast Color Combination to select a color combo — Green Text on Black, Yellow Text on Black, or White Text on Black.After selecting your preferred
color combo, apply the changes. Any open documents should be rendered with the chosen color combo instantly! It even displays images without any color inversions.Note:While a one-click night mode option would have been far more convenient, the Accessibility color options still present an excellent alternative in emulating similar
functionality.Download Adobe Acrobat Reader (Windows)iOSOn iPhone and iPad, Adobe Acrobat Reader provides a dedicated night mode option. Tap the page-shaped View icon, and then turn on the switch next to Night Mode to instantly display document backgrounds in black and text in white.It works pretty well on text-heavy documents, but it
displays images in inverted gray-scale — not most ideal for certain PDFs. But then again, perhaps that’s intentional — images that have a lot of bright colors in them don’t mix well against a fully dark background, and Adobe Acrobat Reader’s gray-scaling does help out in that regard.Another gripe (albeit a minor one) is that the Adobe Acrobat Reader
theme isn’t affected — you should still see it rendered in its default white, but you can easily hide it by briefly tapping the screen.The functionality and ease of use that Adobe Acrobat Reader brings to the table, combined with the Night Mode toggle, make it the first choice on iOS.Download Adobe Acrobat Reader (iOS)AndroidJust like with the iOS
version of Adobe Acrobat Reader, turning on night mode requires a brief tap to the View icon at the top of the screen. However, Adobe Reader on Android also applies night mode not just to your PDFs, but to the entire theme as well.Aside from the fact that it shows images in gray-scale, Adobe Acrobat Reader in dark mode looks
phenomenal.Download Adobe Acrobat Reader (Android)2. XodoXodo is a completely free PDF reader that facilitates document collaboration with an array of annotation tools. It also lets you sign into its Xodo Connect online service for a smoother experience while sharing and working on documents with others. And unlike Adobe Acrobat Reader, it
even offers a limited set of PDF creation tools that could come in handy.You can easily enable a full-fledged night mode with customizable color combos across both the Windows and Android versions of the application is just icing on the cake. Don’t worry, the iOS version also features night mode support minus the customization aspects.WindowsOn
Windows, Xodo looks just like a native UWP app. It feels spiffy to use, and features a dark theme by default (you can change it to a lighter theme from Settings).When it comes to reading a PDF, click the View Mode icon. On the menu that shows up, click the moon-shaped Night Mode icon — the PDF should render with a dark background instantly. It
works surprisingly well except for the inverted images, which can be a sore point.Alternatively, click the A-shaped icon within the View Mode menu to toggle on Sepia Mode. That prompts the app to display documents with a sepia tone and makes for a much warmer experience on the eyes. Sepia Mode removes the color from images but doesn’t invert
them. So consider it a perfect replacement of Night Mode.There’s also a Custom Color Mode switch (click three-dot icon) that you can use to readily switch to other background and text colors while also providing you the ability to choose custom colors. Don’t forget to try it out!Download Xodo (Windows)iOSXodo on the iPhone and iPad feels slightly
unpolished but works pretty well. To switch on the night mode, open the Viewing Modes menu, and then tap on the Night Mode icon.Sadly, there’s no option to modify the Xodo theme on iOS, but that shouldn’t be an issue since it auto-hides after a few seconds. And, there’s no Sepia Mode or alternate background colors to choose from
either.Download Xodo (iOS)AndroidThe Android version of Xodo is much smoother compared to its iOS counterpart. Tap the Settings icon, and you can readily apply the built-in Night Mode not just to the PDF, but to the entire theme as well. Fantastic!Further, the application also features Sepia Mode and other customizable color modes just like on
Windows.Download Xodo (Android)3. Foxit MobilePDFFoxit is another well-known name in the PDF landscape but competes primarily against PDF editing suites such as the likes of Adobe Acrobat Pro. However, Foxit also offers an entirely free application in the form of Foxit MobilePDF — contrary to the name, it’s also available on Windows.While the
application appears to be quite basic at first glance, you can still perform various tasks such as commenting and annotating provide that you sign in with a Foxit account. And of course, the included night mode functionality is terrific and keeps image inversions mainly to a minimum across all supported platforms.WindowsAfter opening a PDF on the
Windows version of Foxit MobilePDF, tap View on the menu, and then click Night Mode to switch off the lights instantly.If the black background doesn’t go well with specific images, you can also use the Color Mode option within the same menu to switch between four different shades of background color.Download Foxit MobilePDF (Windows)iOSOn
your iPhone or iPad, turning on night mode is as simple as tapping the View icon, and then turning on the switch next to Night Mode. It also provides various predefined background colors, as well as the ability to customize both background color and text.Further, there’s also an Auto-Brightness toggle and slider that proves to be very useful,
especially when it comes to managing the brightness levels for the app separately from the rest of your iOS device.Download Foxit MobilePDF (iOS)AndroidOn the Android version, Foxit MobilePDF works pretty much the same — tap the View icon, tap Night Mode, and away you go!Just like on iOS, you have access to different (and customizable)
background colors, as well as a built-in brightness slider complete with auto-brightness functionality.Download Foxit MobilePDF (Android)4. WPS OfficeWPS Office is an all-in-one productivity suite that works as an excellent substitute to Microsoft Office. Further, it doubles up as a PDF viewer while providing various other tools to convert documents
to Word, trim down file sizes, extract content from PDFs, and even merge files. And yes, it also provides Night Mode functionality.However, the feature isn’t consistent across platforms — it dims the screen on Windows, adds a warmer tone on iOS, and entirely darkens the background on Android. Separate development teams at work?
Maybe.WindowsOn Windows, open a PDF using WPS Writer (the word-processing app within the suite), and then click the light bulb-shaped icon to the lower-right corner of the screen. On the menu that shows up, click Night Mode. A slider is also present that lets you adjust the brightness levels.There’s also an Eye Protection Mode option — it’s still
in beta and thus grayed out. It will be interesting to see what the feature brings to the table once it goes live.Download WPS Office (Windows)iOSFire up the WPS Office app on your iPhone or iPad, open a PDF, and then tap the Views icon. On the menu that shows up, tap the switch next to Eye Protection Mode (it’s likely to be the same feature that’s
in beta on Windows), and the PDF document should render in a warm shade of yellow.Download WPS Office (iOS)AndroidOn the WPS Office app on Android, open a PDF document, and then tap on Tools. On the menu that shows up, tap View, and then flick on the switch next to Night Mode.In addition to WPS Office, you can also use the WPS PDF
app, downloadable separately from the Play Store, to gain similar functionality. However, it’s a pure PDF reader, so aside from basic features such as bookmarking and such, don’t expect anything out of the ordinary.Download WPS Office (Android)Your Eyes Will Thank You!PDFs in night mode look terrific and are merciful on the eyes. And thanks to
the apps above, it’s more than possible to use the functionality for those marathon reading sessions. Each of them offers their own unique blend of night mode, and the fact that they are available across multiple platforms make them all the more desirable.Now it’s up to you to use them across all of your devices, or simply install those that you find
works best for you on each platform. So, any other apps that you may know of? Do drop in a comment and let us know.Next up: Using an iPhone or iPad? Click the link below to learn about 5 great browsers that sport dark mode and night mode capabilities.
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